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VISUAL SIMULATION OF TELETRAFFIC MODELS 
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AT &T Bell Laboratories 
Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 USA 

Visual simulation has recently emerged as a novel approach to computer-aided modeling 
and analysis. In this paper we apply the visual simulation methodology to a broad class 
of teletraffic models through the 1~~ of a visual simulation tool called PAW 
(Performance Analysis Workstation)[ , , ] developed at AT&T Bell Laboratories. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The visual simulation methodology is particularly useful for communication systems where the 
notions of network, queue and traffic are widespread, since each has a fundamental and inherent 
visual component. We illustrate the methodology with examples from trunking, theory, 
switching system overload controls, local area networks and packetized voice and data systems. 

In visual simulation the user is equipped with a graphics screen, pointing device (e.g., mouse) 
and keyboard. A system is specified by graphically drawing its topology on the screen, and then 
parameterizing it through keyboard data entry. Behavioral aspects of interest are , then 
instrumented by defining statistics (e.g., summaries, time series, histograms) and displaying ' 
them in defined windows. The merits of visual simulation are: high level model specification, 
observability of dynamic behavior through animated runs, and interactive model development. 
The high level specification consists of placing and interconnecting icons on the screen. Each. 
icon encapsulates a predefined program parameterized by the user. For example, a queue icon 
suffices to support queueing behavior; however the user further parameterizes the queue by 
specifying its discipline, buffer size, number of servers, arrival and service process, and routing 
mechanism. This type of specification is particularly suitable for modelers and requires 
minimal knowledge of computer implementation of the model. Animated runs allow the user to 
observe, transaction movement, node congestion and system bottlenecks, as well as dynamic 
evolution of statistics. Animation is extremely valuable during the phases of model 
development and debugging. Having specified and verified a model, the user proceeds to launch 
production runs by selecting a menu item. 

In Section 2, we give a brief overview of PAW and in Section 3 several teletraffic models are 
presented. Included are features such as alternate routing, trunk reservation for first routed 
traffic, retrials, a throttle mechanism for regulating input traffic to an overloaded switch, and a 
variable bit rate (bit-dropping) congestion control for packetized voice. Conclusions are 
presented in Section 4. 

£. OVERVIEW OF THE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WORKSTATION (PAW) 

PAW is a visual modeling tool with Monte Carlo simulation capabilities and interfaces to 
analytical tools. It runs on the Teletype DMD 5620 terminal in conjunction with a UNIX
host, as well as on SUN and APOLLO workstations. , For a survey of other visual simulation 
tools, see [1], and for a' more comprehensive overview of PAW see [1,2,3]. 

PA W software consists of a graphics editor, text editor, Monte Carlo simulator and utilities. 
Menu and mouse selection mechanisms allow the user to quickly walk among components. 
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Creation of a model begins in the graphics editor. Using the mouse, the user draws and 
interconnects the network nodes. To reserve screen space for statistical displays, the user 
sweeps out rectangular windows which can be moved, cleared or deleted. These operations 
never delete the statistic. PAW's text editor is used to parameterize a model and define its 
statistics which can be formatted as time-series, summaries and histograms. All text data is 
entered in captioned fields of appropriate forms and checked for lexical and semantic errors 
(e.g., uniqueness of node labels, consistency of routing and drawn topology, discrete 
distributions summing to unity). The Monte Carlo simulator supports a variety of run modes, 
to suit the requirements of various stages of the modeling process, which are controlled from 
the simulation panel and its nine windows located at the middle bottom of the screen (see 
Figure 1b). Simulations can be run in step mode or continuously. To examine the simulation 
event by event, the snapshot is set to zero. In this case, animation shows the movement of 
transactions as well as more complicated behavior such as splitting, joining and yanking 
(defined later). When the snapshot window is positive the screen is refreshed every snapshot 
interval. Finally, to launch production runs in batch mode the user can select an upload option 
which allows the simulation to run on a host, outside PAW, under UNIX. A batch run may be 
interrupted, examined, and restarted at will. PAW also provides a host programming 
environment that allows a user access to change model parameters. Here, the user writes a 
control program in the C programming language that takes a PAW model, modifies it as 
desired, and calls the PAW simulation to produce the requisite runs. PAW provides an array 
of utilities. Models can be saved on the host or read to the workstation. A model listing may 
be obtained and a screen image can be saved in a ~~ and printlg] as hard copy. PAW also has 
translators to two analytical packages: PANACEA and QNA . 

PA W's world mainly consists of nodes and transactions. Associated with a node is a queue 
whose positions can hold transactions. Queue capacity may be finite or infinite, and a block of 
contiguous positions starting at the 'head (position 1) can have servers associated with them. A 
special kind of node called an envir.onment node represents sources and sinks; all other nodes 
are called regular nodes. A transaction has two fundamental attributes: a class tag and a 
family membership. A class tag is a dynamic attribute assigned to a transaction when it enters 
a node. A node and class dependent priority can be specified for transactions; all transactions 
with the same class tag at a node exhibit the same probabilistic behavior, and a transaction 
may change class (and consequently priority) on routing to another node. In contrast, 
family membership is a static attribute and family members can "recognize" each other even 
when they reside in different nodes and carry different class tags. The family concept is 
motivated chiefly by situations where a transaction spawns a batch and batch members must 
later be rejoined (e.g., packetization and reassembly). 

Regular PA W nodes fall into several categories: standard nodes, SPLIT nodes, JOIN nodes and 
YANK nodes. All PAW ' nodes are variations on the standard node mechanism. Transactions 
are created dynamically at a source node according to user defined arrival interval and batch 
distributions. On arrival at a regular node, a transaction attempts to seize a server position. If 
successful, its status is set to busy, it joins the busy queue and a service time is sampled from a 
user defined service time distribution. If unsuccessful, the transaction's status is set to idle and 
it joins the idle queue. The user specified queueing discipline governs movement from the idle 
queue to the busy queue. A transaction can also move from the busy to idle queue if the queue 

discipline allows preemption; in this case PAW keeps track of the residual service time of the 
preempted transaction. When a transaction attempts to route to another node, with finite 
capacity, the routing may fail. If the user has not defined an alternate routing rule, or has 
defined one which failed as well, the transaction joins the blocked queue, where it remains until 
a queue position becomes available at the destination. The server of a blocked transaction 
remains unavailable throughout the blocking period. When a destination queue position 
becomes available, unblocking occurs automatically. The queueing disciplines supported by 
PAW at standard nodes are: FCFS, LCFS, PS (proce~or sharing), all within priority sets, IS 
(infinite server), PR-SRT-FCFS (preemptive resume, shortest residual time, where the busy 
transaction with the shortest residual service is selected for preemption), PR-LRT-FCF~ 
(longest residual time), PR-SRT-LCFS, and PR-LRT-LCFS. 
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Y ANI( nodes are special nodes where a transaction can yank other transactions from another 
node and route them elsewhere. The yanking mechanism · operates as follows: A transaction 
entering a YANI( node that has a yank target distribution specified, samples a target node from 
which to yank, and a target class and batch size, which together specify the yank demand. Note 
that each target class has two routing distributions: the ordinary one at the target node and a 
second one at the Y ANI( node; the latter is invoked when yanking takes place. A yanking 
action is executed as follows: Each member of the target batch is moved from target to 
destination node by using the routing rules of the yanked transactions at the YANK node. 
Visually, yanked transactions appear to "float" from target to destination node. If a yanked 
transaction gets blocked, it stays blocked at the YANI( node. A yank event succeeds if the 
posted yank demand can be satisfied by transactions on hand; otherwise it fails. If, on failure, 
the yanking transaction has no alternate routing defined, then it waits at the YANK node until 
its yank demand is completely satisfied. If, however, an alternate routing is defined for it, it 
will invoke the alternate route without completing the yank action. 

The discipline 0 f satisfying yank demands comes in two flavors: First-Fit and Immediate. A 
First-Fit demand is satisfied only if its posted batch-size can be met by the transactions on 
hand. In contrast, an immediate demand may be partially satisfied by transactions on hand, 
and the corresponding posted batch size is accordingly reduced. PAW supports the following 
YANK nodes: FF_CL_YANK (First-Fit Class-Yank), FF-FM-YANK (Family), 
IM-CL_YANI( (Immediate) and IM-FM-YANK. For family yanks, the family to be yanked is 
im plicitly that of the yanking transaction. 

SPLIT nodes are essentially IS nodes, however on service completion a transaction samples a 
batch size from the user defined splz't batch distribution and spawns the sampled number of 
transactions. PAW supports the following SPLIT nodes: CL-SPLIT (all transactions involved 
have distinct family membership) and FM-SPLIT (all involved transactions belong to the same 
family). PAW also supports JOIN nodes, which perform roughly the opposite function of 
SPLIT nodes. In particular CL_JOIN and FM-JOIN are analogously supported. 

Finally, the PAW simulator executes events in the following order: unblock transactions 
(ordered by priority and then by blocking time), satisfy a yank or join demand (demand list 
ordered by priority and then by post time), and then earliest arrival or service completion. 
After each event execution PAW returns to the first step. 

9. TELETRAFFIC MODELS 

In Figure la we show a trunk network, with alternate routing, taken from [6]. The visual 
simulation model in Figure lb also includes the effect of retrials. The top eight nodes are 
holding nodes for the trunk-state tokens of the eight trunk groups (e.g., tokens abB and abI 
denote busy and idle trunks respectively on group AB). Calls of classes ab, cb, db and eb arrive 
at node CALL-SETUP and attempt to yank the required idle token, returning it as busy token. 
On failure, it attempts an alternate route by trying to yank an idle trunk token for the first leg 
of the alternate route. On success, it attempts to yank an idle trunk token for the second log, 
and so on. If a call cannot complete, all trunks held are sequentially released before the call 
goes either to the sink or retrial node. Note that the service time at RETRIAL corresponds to 
the delay in retrying. On successfully obtaining a path, the transaction goes to 
CALL-IN-PROG for the call duration, with the class name indicating the trunk groups used. 
When the call duration expires, it goes to TRK....RELEASE where the trunks used in the call are 
idled. Note that the routing tree for. call setups is specified by t?e f9jdback and .ya~~ targets at 
CALL-SETUP. Furthermore, to Implement trunk reservatIOn l , the avaIlabIlIty of the 
requisite num ber of idle trunks can be sens·ed by yanking. 

In Figure 2 we show a PAW model of a ten node, token ring local area network, where packets 
arriving at a ring node wait there for transmission until a token being passed around the ring 
visits that node. In this example, when in possession of the token, a· node can transmit at most 
two packets, which traverse the ring once until they are removed by the originating node. All 
ring nodes are pooled in the PAW node, NETWORK; the actual ring node at which a packet 
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waits is indicated by the transaction class name. The token begins at ' node YANKJ> ACKET 
as class vI, where it attempts an immediate yank of at most two class I packets from 
NETWORI( to TRANSMIT. On either success or failure, the token proceeds to TRANSMIT 
bringing up the rear of the yanked batch. The first leg of transmission is simulated by service ' 
at TRANSMIT, and the remaining legs are simulated by routing packets to RING_WALK. 
After service at TRANSMIT, the token is routed to YANKJ> ACKET as v2 and the process 
begins anew. A histogram for the delay distribution, at NETWORK, for all packets is shown 
on the figure. We note that to add or delete nodes in the token ring model it suffices to add or 
delete appropriate classes of transactions. Finally, it is easy to modify the packet loading 
scheme to be exhaustive. 

PAW has been used extensively to model packetized voice and data. systems. We refer the 
reader to [8] for discussion and further refe~ences on packetized voice and data, and to [2] for a 
PAW model of a statistical multiplex"err offered packetized voice traffic resulting from a 
superposition of voice sources whose speech activity randomly alternates between talkspurt and 
silent n~ri<nd. ~ere we present a PAW model for a variable bit rate (bit-dropping) congestion 
control ,1 ,11 for packetized voice transmission. In this model, when a voice packet arrives at 
a buffer and the number of waiting packets exceeds a threshold N, the arriving packet will drop 
some of its bits thus requiring a shorter transmission time. The PAW model shown in Figure 3 
consists of two nodes: HEAD an'd TAIL. Capacity at HEAD is N . . Transactions arrive at 
TAIL as class lng (long) and will immediately move to HEAD if not blocked, since service times 
at TAIL are zero. If blocked, lng will feedback to TAIL as class sh (short). When HEAD is 
unblocked, sh will move to HEAD for abbreviated transmission. The dynamic behavior can be 
observed from the time-series shown in Figure 3. We note that the case when the decision to 
drop bits is made when a packet starts transmission has also been visually simulated. 

Man~ ov.erload co~tro~ sch~Ipes have be~n m?d~le? usin~ PAW: These include overload control 
for dIstrIbuted sWItchmgll :J and qU'euemg dIscIphnes WIth deSIrable overload performance (see 
[13,14] for details and further refereIJ.ces). Reference [15] presents a real time processor 
overload control which throttles the number of new calls accepted into the system to ensure an 
adequate execution rate for low priority jobs. A simplified version of the throttle is explained 
with the aid of Figure 4a. Tasks arrive at processor q.ueues with various non-preemptive 
priority levels; one queue is designated as the queue to be monitored. A counter with upper 
limit C is incremented whenever the test queue is visited at least once in T seconds. A call is 
admitted only if the counter is positive; following acceptance, the counter is decremented. New 
call arrivals must wait in the origination queue until the counter becomes positive. In the PAW 
model, shown in Figure 4b, the counter is implemented as a YANK node in which an "idle" 
token yanks a new call form CALL_Q (ordered LCFS) into the processor queue, and feeds itself 
back as "busy". Note that the value of the counter is indicated by the number of idle tokens 
(initialized at C). Processed jobs of the monitored priority queue (priority level 3 in this 
example) are routed to SET-FLAG where they yank the "not-visited" flag and return it as 
"visited". Transaction C4 represents ever present fill work. Flag and timing are reset and the 
counter is incremented at nodes RESET and RESET-INTER. 

In addition to the above, PAW teletraffic models have been developed for CSMA/CD local area 
networks, schemes for integratting voice and data traffic, many generic teletraffic processes fr,.,g·, 
interrupted Poisson processes l10J or more general Markov modulated Poisson processes I J), 
and syste~r ]with timeouts and customer abandonments. Also, PAW models for generating 
phase-type l 8 interarrival and service distributions from primitive constructs as well as for 
traffic measurements (e.g., traffic count statistics, queue busy periods) have been developed. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The models presented here are by no means intended to be exhaustive, but rather represent a 
sampling of traffic application areas. It should be noted that many more detailed and complex 
teletraffic models have been visually programmed. Typically, models have been specified and 
debugged in a fraction of a day. Animation has proven particularly valuable during the 
debugging phase of model development. For ex~mple, commonly occurring errors such as 
misrouting are easily identifiable, and input traffic parameter errors are often revealed by the 
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displayed statistics. The interactive Cacilities have .also encouraged exploration and 
experimentation. In addition to teletraffic applications, PAW has been extremely useCul in 
computer system perCormance analysis as well as in the analysis oC manuCacturing systems. 
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FIGURE .. la:TRUNK NETWORK WITH ALTERNATE ROUTING AND RETRIALS 
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FIGURE Ib: VISUAL SIMULATION MODEL OF FIGURE la 
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FIGURE 2: " VISUAL SIMULATION MODEL FOR TOKEN RING . 
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FIGURE " 3: VISUAL SIMULATION MOnEL FOR INPUT VARIABLE BIT RATE 
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